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                                              David Inkey was born December 16, 1931: Earthtime: In Lewiston: Idaho: USA: In Saint 
                                              Joseph's Hospital: David Inkey’s favorite activity as a child was play: David Inkey’s first 
                                              job was selling violets at a penny a bunch: Shining shoes at a penny a pair: Clearing the 
                                              stairway on Saturday mornings: Wiping down the stairs: Pay one penny: David Inkey 
                                              started at the top: David Inkey’s mother was born on a farm two and one half miles from 
                                              the small town of Scotland: South Dakota: USA: David Inkey’s father was born in Grand 
                                              Forks: North Dakota: USA: As a child from zero to age 18 David Inkey lived in Idaho: 
                                              USA: Washington State: USA: California: USA: Arizona: USA: Louisiana: USA: Idaho: 
                                              USA: Montana: USA: Wisconsin USA: As a child David Inkey loved: Love: Love: Love: 
                                              Now: David Inkey lives in the community of curiosity: In the state of awe: In the nation of 
                                              imagi: David Inkey resides in Cos Cob: Connecticut: USA: As an adult David Inkey loves: 
                                              Lifeness: The relation of all beings one to another: The fair Aldonza Lorenzo Our Lady 
                                              Dulcina del Toboso: David Inkey’s favorite animal is All: David Inkey’s favorite idea is 
                                              Awe: David Inkey’s favorite object is our universe: David Inkey AKA David Burleson 
                                              has earned his living by exercising his curiosity and imagination everywhere in a medley 
                                              of careers: Academic: Foundations: UNESCO advisor to UNICEF: Retired: 12/12/03: Former 
                                              teacher and friend to His Majesty Birendra Bir Bikram Shah Dev of Nepal: 1946-2001: 
                                              David Inkey is retired, but seldom tiring: The aim of the art of David Inkey is to unite art 
                                              and nature using Cervantes' observation on poetry: The aim of the life of David Inkey is 
                                              sharing: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another singer born in the 
                                              Idaho hill and river lives near the singing sound and everywhere else inside outside and in 
                                              between in awe and in confessional comment in reading in writing in rithmatic in poetry 
                                              sometimes in prose and always in poesis with guidance from the past present and future 
                                              with don quixote and sancho panza and rocinante and multitudes of his other friends in 
                                              mambrino’s helmet he is challenged and has been forged to be a perfect poet art combined 
                                              with nature and nature with art in all play poetics joy is smiling at a sunny day walking in 
                                              the rain seeing through the shadows and knowing that love is the answer joy is is his friend 
                                              and work pain and peace and prayer perception sorrow and patience curiosity kindness wit 
                                              imagination and wisdom and personal commitment as outside friend to all and enemy to 
                                              death riding the horse of his life full tilt beyond the end unbeaten unbattered in the chivalric 
                                              truth of joy in the high fever of life to stop all revolving cold wheels of death’s dead joy too: 
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